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i want to use the steinberg cubase 6se in my mac version. why do i
get an error message when installing the plugin package with the
jbridger plugin package? when i open the plugins window i see:

steinberg-cubase 6se 0x80046e26 i was thinking of buying steinberg
cubase 7 and a cubase se because i don't have an extra mac to buy
but i heard that there is not a 64 bit version of cubase se and i was

wondering if it is only cubase se pro that is not 64bit compatible or is
there also a 64 bit version of cubase se at the moment? i've run into a
problem, i've tried to install steinbergs cubase 7, and the first time i
tried to run it, my computer froze, and the only thing i could do was

force close it. it didn't give me an error message. anybody know why it
would do that? hi i have a mac pro but i have a problem with cubase
se. i can't open projects of files with tal plugins, the issue is this. the

problem is created with (i think) mavericks and cubase se 6. example:
tal 2496 - v_blue rectifier - waveform if i choose the floating waveform

as default, and i set it to c chord, then the initial waveform is beter.
when i change it to d/f chord, the "steady" wave is very high

compared to the initial. i can't figure out how to fix this. thanks i guess
the same as with regina. when running the install in 64 bit mode, it

becomes unresponsive until the next time i shut down the computer.
cubase closes, program stops responding. if i start the 64 bit app, and

then load my 32 bit app (same version), everything works fine.
another question about presets: for example, how can i use a preset

on lets say velocity great groove, but use a different preset for kontakt
great groove? the preset on velocity is loaded to the daw but doesnt

change the presets in kontakt. thank you for your attention and
patience.
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I noticed that my total amount of memory seems a bit shorter then I
first expected. It seems that a part of the executable has been

combined with the plugins. If I run my Cubase session under win 7 64
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bit I get those same numbers even if I use more plugins and more
instances of those plugins, so Im gonna assume that this is an option

that is not available to me under OS X 64 bit. Is it possible to
downgrade to a prior Cubase program? Or is there any way to export

from Cubase 6 and import to a prior version (as one used to do in
version 5 or 5.1) without loosing all my projects? I have tried to

upgrade to the latest version of Cubase and all of my plugins stopped
working. I have go through the process of reverting back to an older

version, but am trying to figure out the best solution to fix the version
of my plugins once and for all. Any suggestions? I downloaded one of
Steinbergs plugins in the vst format and it will not work. Cubase will
not recognise it. Its showing all of the relevant plugins have a load

problem. I have reinstalled 1.10 many times, but there is no
difference. does cubase do anything special to the plugins at

installation time? i remember reading somewhere that cubase did
some preliminary processing on the plugins before giving them to the

host, but i’m not sure. i know tessla does. All plugins except Baxter
and Ferric show the same error. They are 100% compatible with

Cubase VST host so they should work if they are installed correctly.
Please help. I can not afford to lose these plugins. 5ec8ef588b
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